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elgar based his oratorio the dream of gerontius on cardinal newman’s visionary 
poem, written in 1865, which depicts a man’s death and his journey into the next world. 
since its first performance in 1900, the dream of gerontius has become one of the best-
loved and most frequently performed of all elgar’s works. 

the oratorio begins as gerontius lies on his deathbed, surrounded by his friends and 
sent forth on his journey by the priest. the second half follows his soul’s progress in the 
afterlife, supported by a guardian angel and encountering demons and angelic beings 
before coming to Judgment and purgatory.

elgar’s unique vocal style for the tenor role of gerontius allows the music to shape 
itself to the words in a natural and expressive way and the subtle interweaving of the 
large symphony orchestra with the voices represents a clear break from the traditions of 
victorian english choral writing. the whole work is imbued with a passionate intensity 
of feeling and inspiration: ‘it is music of the heart, and appeals to the heart,…’ as one 
critic wrote after the first performance.  indeed elgar himself felt that he had ‘written his 
own heart’s blood’ into the score. at the end he added a quotation from ruskin, ‘this is 
the best of me;…this i saw and knew; this, if anything of mine, is worth your memory.’

london concert choir celebrated its 50th anniversary in 2010 and now has around 
150 singers. regularly appearing at all the major london concert venues, the choir is 
notable for its unusually broad repertoire and for the conviction and expressiveness of 
its performances under its music director mark forkgen. 

 
for more information about London Concert Choir, visit our website:

www.london-concert-choir.org.uk

London Concert Choir is a company limited by guarantee incorporated in england with  
registered number 3220578 and registered charity number 1057242

‘...a performance that was at times very moving – especially with regard to 
the choral singing, which was consistently quite splendid.’

Verdi requiem, march 2011, musical opinion


